Quant Ladies Event

All progress takes place outside the comfort zone

Every day is exciting and brings a new set of challenges. Quantitative professionals play an important role in responding to worldwide financial markets: they handle complex analytical, computer science and data problems and provide critical quantitative solutions for several business areas across the firm.

With this spirit, we have established the Morgan Stanley Quant Ladies Event for those girls who have a background or the interest in Quantitative Finance, Economics, Mathematics, Statistics, Physics or Engineering to talk about profession and career related topics.

We only scratch the surface but it’s you who brings the sparkle.

Program

- Introduction to our Quant-related Areas
- Overview of Morgan Stanley Activities
- Panel Discussion
- Job Shadowing & Networking

Date
Thursday, November 29

Time
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm

Venue
1095 Budapest, Lechner Ödön fasor 8.

Application Deadline
Sunday, November 25

Explore your talent, apply [here.](#)